
Solutions taking flight



lways a challenge to major airlines, crew scheduling is also a decisive factor 
that contributes to employee satisfaction. Crew Companion tips the scale  

in favor of a greater work-life balance, and revolutionizes control by empowering 
pilots and flight attendants to view, change and manage their schedules —  
and improve quality of life every day, both while on the job and at leisure. 

Its automated trip-trade interface is transformative, and allows crews to work 
smarter. With Crew Companion, personnel can drop, pick up and trade trips that 
better meet their needs — and ultimately work when they want, where they want.

When crewmembers get such a powerful combination of freedom, functionality 
and flexibility, their morale and productivity can improve dramatically.  
As a result, airlines using Crew Companion can see substantial decreases in  
crew-associated costs — one major carrier achieved a 10% reduction in sick leave 
from two thousand of its pilots using Crew Companion.

Empower Airline Employees and Improve Their Lives 
After extracting data from an airline’s scheduling system, Crew Companion 
serves it up in an uncomplicated, yet information-rich format that gives 
crewmembers everything they need to manage and improve their schedules — 
from anywhere, on any internet-enabled device. 

Its intuitive interface displays current flying assignments, potential trading 
opportunities and a monthly calendar that auto-syncs with the most popular 
calendar apps. Personnel can easily visualize trips through pairing details,  
set personalized criteria to automate trades, and instantly see work hours,  
pay and legal limitations. 

Airline crews finally have the tools to take charge of their own schedules, 
instead of letting schedules rule their lives. 

1 Trip matching a notification or  
a trade criteria will show colored star

2 Quickly adjust bases and date  
range filter

3 Add additional filter criteria

4 Intuitive icons quickly identify  
trips listed by others for drop or trade  
vs trips that are in open time

5 See who else wants that trip and 
their seniority

6 Visual Trip Details use bar heights 
and colors to “paint the picture” of  
each trip

7 Propose or create a trade from  
a shopped trip with one click

8 Shopped trip trade lets you see  
how it would fit in your calendar

9 The monthly pay and days off 
updated for a shopped trade
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Turn on Crews Control 
The lifestyle of airline crews can be unpredictable enough, even for those 
with seniority. Why not give everyone, even reserves, the flexibility to create 
and manage the schedules they dream of — instead of anxiously sitting by the 
computer or phone all day, hoping for the right option to appear?

Crew Companion acts as a personal scheduling assistant that helps 
crewmembers make quick and accurate decisions while reducing the 
frustrations they’ve come to expect. It works with current browsers, and the 
mobile version is optimized to display on tablets and smartphones. 

Consult the Calendar
An interactive monthly calendar, complemented by intuitive visual trip details, 
displays a crewmember’s schedule — which can be customized with personal 
events and even shared with family — as well as a summary of hours and pay. 
This makes trip shopping effortless, as it’s easy to see how other trips might  
fit in, what effect they have on flight hours and pay, and any legality issues. 

Visual trip details — including segments, assigned crew, and hotel and 
transportation information, when available — are just a click away, as are lists 
of open trips and full FIFO reserves for today, tomorrow and the next day.

Better Schedules, Automatically!
Crew Companion takes the guesswork out of trip trading, and lets crewmembers 
schedule more of what they want, and less of what they don’t. Using its fully 
integrated trade board, pilots and flight attendants can choose up to 30 
parameters to filter trips, and shop potential matches from among open trips, 
as well as those offered up for drop or trade — and when matches don’t exist, 
a customized system makes proposing and accepting trades much faster.

An extensive notification system based on individualized criteria alerts users 
to newly opened trips, recent posts to the trade board, proposals from other 
crewmembers and when trades execute — delivered using their desired 
method, including email, text or automated voice message. 

But it’s features like Auto-Trade Requests and One-Click Preflight that truly 
put the “free” in free time:  auto-trade requests, when permitted by an airline, 
instantly fire from a crewmember’s computer when matching trades enter  
the system, and One-Click Preflight preps them for flight with updated flight 
data, airport, hotel and layover city information. 

1 Visual Trip Details use bar heights 
and colors to “paint the picture” of  
each trip

2 Quickly export calendar to Google  
or set up automatic iCalendar syncing

3 Pay Summary shows a quick view  
of your monthly totals

4 Quick summary of trip details  
make viewing on the go a snap!

When crewmembers get such a powerful 
combination of freedom, functionality  
and flexibility, their morale and productivity  
can improve dramatically.
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Increase Satisfaction, for 
Crewmembers and Passengers
Crew Companion is the best trip-
trading and schedule management 
solution in the airline industry,  
and designed with just one thing  
in mind: improving quality of life  
for crewmembers.

There’s no doubt that engaged 
employees are drivers of revenue, 
quality and passenger retention.  
With Crew Companion, you’ll discover 
how quickly employee satisfaction 
turns into customer satisfaction — 
while fueling your organization’s 
growth at the same time.


